Abstract-Maintaining alternative decisions in working memory (WM) can lead to accumulating high cognitive load. Some aspects of cognitive load improve attentiveness, but adding a cognitively inconsistent (conflict) situation results in a failure in cognitive task performance. This research introduces the notion of the human ability-demand gap (discrepancy between human cognitive ability and task performance) and its association with task-evoked cognitive overload and cognitive dissonance (inconsistency). By using the ability-demand gap as a 3-D response model, cognitive dissonance and overload was proposed to understand the confluence among working memory capacity, users' cognitive load, and task performance. The maximum gap was computed using Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) statistics. The empirical studies show that the maximum ability-demand gap can be considered as the threshold between cognitive dissonance and overload. It was also observed that there was a cyclical and nonlinear relationship between working memory capacity, cognitive dissonance/lock-up, and cognitive overload.
the following objectives in mind: a) to create or examine models suitable to identify cognitive-ability demand gap during a cognitive or collaborative task; b) to identify analytics/methods to represent gap effects in cognitive task performance; and c) to examine relationships among cognitive gap analytics and cognitive load dynamics (overload and dissonance). To have a deeper understanding on this problem some relevant topics are defined in the following subsections.
A. Terms and Definitions
Cognition is defined as the mental process of knowing, which includes awareness, perception, reasoning, and judgment or decision-making [5] .
1) Cognitive Processes:
Are defined as the process of thinking [5] , the cognitive operation of remembering [5] , the performance of some composite cognitive activities, or the operation that affects mental content (resources) [6] . The basic cognitive processes involved in obtaining and storing knowledge are intuition (instinctive knowing), perception (the process of perceiving), learning (acquiring skill or knowledge), remembering (past experience), etc.
2) Cognitive Tasks: Are defined as those where performance requires the integrated use of mental content (resources) to perform the task. Both controlled (conscious and conceptual) and automated (unconscious, procedural or strategic) processes are being applied in the task execution. Cognitive task analysis is the one of the strategies used to describe the knowledge required for task performance.
3) Mental Resources: Refer to sensory resources that humans use to sense, code, and store (temporarily) during cognitive activity. Examples include the visual, auditory, somato-sensory (tactile), and olfactory resources in the human information processing system [6] . Human information encoding depends on one's mental resources utilizing capability (dual or multi coding [10] ).
4) Cognitive Demand:
Is termed from the amount of mental resources required in cognitive processing. Wicken [6] introduces a demand vector approach in cognitive demand computation. Task difficulty has a direct relation to cognitive demand.
An increase in task difficulty requires more cognitive resources to process it, thus the task requires more cognitive demand.
5) Cognitive Ability:
Is defined as the capacity to perform higher mental processes of reasoning, remembering, understanding, and problem solving. Given a cognitive task, the ability refers to the task accomplishment capability with [20] available mental resources. There is a reciprocal relationship between task difficulty and cognitive ability-means that the increase of task difficulty may reduce the chances of positively accomplishment of the given task ability.
6) Cognitive Load:
Humans have limited capacity of mental resources (e.g., visual, auditory). An increase of cognitive task difficulty requires extra (free) mental resources to effectively process that task, which imposes some cognitive burden known as cognitive load.
Studies have shown that the effects of cognitive task load are related to task duration (see Table I ). Neerincx [20] explains, four categories of cognitive task loads: under-load, overload, lock-up, and vigilance. In general, under-load appears after a certain work period, whereas overload can appear at everymoment in task execution on a threshold of cognitive lock-up. If the task requires an increase in processing time, vigilance is observed. Notably, cognitive psychologists explain three types of cognitive loads: intrinsic, extraneous, and germane [52] . Intrinsic load refers to the natural complexity of the cognitive task that must be understood, the extraneous load refers to the task presentation style and different media, and the germane load refers to subject's characteristics, specifically the working memory resources that the subject devotes to deal with intrinsic cognitive load associated with the task [52] . 7) Cognitive Consistency: Humans prefer consonance among their cognitions, thoughts, feelings, and behaviors. This is known as cognitive consistency or control on cognitive processing. A cognitive control situation helps humans to execute cognitive tasks and gradually improve task performance. Another way to look at cognitive consistency is the idea of cognitive flexibility [53] . 8) Cognitive Conflict: Due to task difficulty, time pressure, or very limited capacity of available mental resources, the cognitive gap increases (lock-up) and reaches to an overload stage, along with an imbalance of the cognitive decision process. This is explained as a cognitive discomfort, inconsistency, or conflict. Another way to look at cognitive conflict is that it is a cognitive bias toward more than one alternative decision [20] , [52] .
9) Cognitive Bias: is defined as the pattern of deviation in judgment with an individual's construction of social reality that may dictate their behavior in the social world [13] . Cognitive biases sometimes lead to perceptual distortion, inaccurate judgment, or illogical interpretation. It is broadly called cognitive inconsistency (dissonance) [14] - [16] .
10) Cognitive Ability-Demand Gap: Is also called the "cognitive-gap" and refers to the difference between task demand and task performance in the scale of task ability and/or task difficulty. More specifically, it is the distinction between expected ability and actual ability (performance). Alternatively, the gap can be defined as the difference between actual task difficulty and estimated task difficulty. The gap can be considered as an index of cognitive load and it's variants: vigilance, under load, lock-up, and overload [19] , [20] . The cognitive lock-up is correlated with cognitive dissonance.
B. Relationship Between Cognitive Ability, Demand, and Gap
In complex cognitive task execution, the limited amount of mental resources interferes with cognitive ability. Task performance has a direct relationshipwiththe mental resource utilization capability [5] - [10] , which is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Humans have three types of incremental abilities or demands: cognitive, physical and social. The human brain works on all three ability or demand contexts. Thus, a study on the cognitive demand of mental resources and its discrepancy with the user's ability (computed from performance) is important for ability-demand gap identification [17] . Task-evoked pupillary responses in visual cognitive task interaction have been considered as representative of human cognitive effort [11] . Fig. 2 illustrates the variability of cognitive load and the effect of pupil size variation with task difficulties. Switching between tasks might have more impact on one's cognitive state, which requires further research. Understanding instantaneous mental capacity with respect to system demand might give insight about cognitive states and decision biases [13] , [14] . This is imperative in cognitive dissonance and overload analysis.
Cognitive bias aims to lead to more effective actions in adaptive human-computer interaction. It enables faster decisions when timeliness is more valuable than accuracy. It can also arise from human processing limitations, a lack of appropriate mental mechanisms, or a limited capacity for working memory resources in information processing [13] . Analysis of cognitive bias will provide access to the user's mental state and discrepancies. The question then becomes: How does an agent or machine can understand users cognitive and meta-cognitive states? To answer this empirical question, we introduce the confluence of the ability-demand gap to differentiate between cognitive overload and dissonance.
The cognitive-ability demand gap induced by the cognitive bias falls into two different categories [see Fig. 2 (b)]: 1) dissonance; and 2) overload. Cognitive load is considered as the status of mental resources with task demand [18] . Another way to look at the status of available mental resources is the discrepancy of cognitive ability-demand gap [17] . The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
To set the context of research, Section II discusses the literature related to modeling the ability-demand gap and relationship with dissonance and overload. Next, we present the 3-D model of the ability-demand gap with different methods for gap computation in Section III. The nonparametric approach of maximum gap computation is also presented in this section. Section IV introduces cognitive dissonance computation from a go/no-go decision. Section V shows empirical analyses results from a complex collaborative task dataset [18] . The maximum ability-demand gap of each team member is analyzed to observe cognitive confluences. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper with lessons learned.
II. RESEARCH CONTEXT
Capacity of working memory is commonly thought to be closely associated with cognitive load [5] . The greater the demand on working memory, the higher the mental effort required to perform a task. Higher cognitive load forces the individual to allocate extra working memory resources to process information [5] . Arguably, this demand for extra resources may reduce information processing efficiency and may lead to a decline in performance. A cognitive task that demands more working memory resources leads to cognitive overload. Capacity and interference are measures of working memory resources that are important in cognitive overload computation [27] - [34] . A number of studies (for example, Miller's study reported nine plus or minus two [5] and Cowan's study reported four plus or minus two as a magic number for working memory capacity [7] ) were reported on the quantification of working memory capacity and remain a matter of debate. In a recent study by Bays and Husain [8] , the authors reported an approach that relates precision of working memory resources with cognitive load. Fig. 3 illustrates an example of the effect of cognitive load on cognitive tasks. The top left part of the figure illustrates the relationship among cognitive load, bias, and demand. The abilitydemand gap may cause cognitive dissonance, overload, and/or failure. Cognitive dissonance might reinstate the cognitive state, through a cycle, known as lock-up/in or the "do-nothing-loop" (see Fig. 3 ). Such an illustration is inspired from the concept and construction of human working memory [27] - [41] , cognitive information flow dynamics in the human brain [35] , [36] , and adaptive resonance theory [41] .
The state of mental resources with visual task demand was characterized with precision to estimate cognitive effort [4] . It was reported that the cumulative density function (CDF) plot of the precision illustrates a dynamic shift of working memory resources with an increase of the task difficulty [6] . Accordingly, we adopted the precision-based approach in ability-demand gap computation and confluence analysis. Precision-based approaches are found superior than other quantitative approaches [8] .
To illustrate more insight of these propositions, the complex task paradigm with various ability and task demand is used [18] . Human agent pair (HAP) data have thirty subjects, divided into ten teams (three subjects in each team) and all are instructed to interact with an intelligent agent (as like agent as a team member of each team). Agent's memory capacity is varied in terms of queue size (6, 8, 10) . Lower queue size corresponds to harder tasks. Subjects were instructed to share the correct information with the corresponding teammate within 15 seconds by clicking colored cells through a common window or shared belief map.
We considered the precision of task responses in order to gain insight on the limited capacity of mental resource allocation.
Mental multiplication tasks are considered as simple cognitive task. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) statisticis used in maximum ability-demand gap computation [21] . Different parameters of the K-S test [22] and their correlation are considered as a confluence indicator that might be useful in the illustration of cognitive dissonance and overload.
III. MODELS OF ABILITY DEMAND GAPS
This section describes the computational model involved with the ability-demand gap and some analytics used in this study. First, we discuss the computational model of the ability-demand gap. Subsequently, we introduce the 3-D response model in order to explain the confluence between the ability-demand gap and cognitive states.
A. Computational Model for Ability-Demand Gap
In cognitive task processing, the discrepancy between a human's ability to perform a cognitive task and the expected demand is known as the ability-demand gap. Human ability was considered to be a latent parameter. On the other hand, the system's demand was predefined. The ability-demand gap was therefore a mixed outcome from human and computer interaction [17] .
The ability-demand gap is one of the major consequences of cognitive bias-a pattern of deviation in judgment, whereby inferences about decision may be drawn in an illogical fashion. This is modeled with item response theory and related models. More clearly, item response theories are well recognized in psychosomatic ability assessments. Hossain and Yeasin [17] ideate it in human ability estimation and compare with machine's demand (expected ability) in the process of cognitive human computer interaction. The key issue is to formalize the difference from observable outcomes in the gap computation process. An algebraic difference does not uncover the actual gap between ability and the expected demand. The item response model (e.g., the Rasch model) [23] - [25] predicts the probability of any response to a cognitive task given the true ability of the user. In general, the user may have different levels of ability and items (tasks) can differ in many respects. Most importantly, some are easier and some are more difficult. In a very simple item response setting, the subject may only have dichotomous responses ( , or ). Let us consider as the probability of correct response, where refers to the task and the index refers to the subject. Also, shows that the probability of a correct response is a function of the ability ( ). The simplest IRT model for a dichotomous task response has only one item parameter; the task difficulty parameter can be shown by a one-parameter logistic function
This is known as the one-parameter logistic (1PL) model, also known as the Rasch 1PL model [25] ,which predicts the probability of a correct response from the interaction between the individual ability and the task parameter . The parameter is called the location parameter or, more aptly, the difficulty parameter. Residues and response attitudes (in extended Rasch model) are used in gap computation [25] . This research considers the "probit" version of the latent response model with a cumulative probability distribution.
B. The 2-D Model of Cognitive Ability-Demand Gap
The 2-D model of the cognitive ability-demand gap is proposed with the 80-20 rules adopting over the item response curve. There are situations where there is a problem analysis necessary for the input information and knowledge to reason about it. This can have a large influence on the working memory load. Considering the zones close to the inflection point as a cognitive conflict situation (or dissonance), the sounding parts can be considered as overload and under-load based on task outcomes. The 2-D model (see Fig. 4 ) aimed to keep humans within an acceptable range of cognitive load, but also applied a discrete measure of the 80-20 rule [34] on the level of information processing. Relating to some earlier research [24] , [25] ,we consider the cognitive ability-demand gap effects as cognitive overload. Accordingly, the cognitive gap can be associated with the "cognitive-lock" [20] and can be scaled as: vigilance, cognitive load, lock-up, and overload. While Neerincx [37] com- pared the 80-20 rules for lock-up with overload computation of the level of information processing capability. The 80-20 rule [49] , along with the scalability coefficient used in Mokken scale analysis, was used in an individual's gap threshold computation. Fig. 4 shows gap scaling with an individual's performance range between 90%-10%, forming the 80-20. More specifically, the locked-up part (80%) might have an acceptable gap, while the overload (10%) and under-load (10%) may be unacceptable loads.
C. 3-D Response Model
To have a better understanding of the 3-D response model, let us start with the 80-20 rule of dichotomous responses, where the probability of endorsement works as a function of ability or task difficulty parameters. The response data that follow the item response function are shown in a semilog plot in Fig. 5 . Human latent ability and task difficulty both are represented with same latent dimension (see x axis in Fig. 4) in the 2-D representation. Moving an order of magnitude down from the inflection point on the sigmoid performance curve, one can reach an ability concentration that comes from low performance and is equal to 1/10th of the equilibrium disassociation constant ( ). Moving an order of magnitude up in ability level above the same midpoint, the performance is equal to 10 times the and is 90% of the maximum response. Over these two orders of magnitude of ability concentration level, with the midpoint at , the responses can be categorized by whether they are highly demanded or acutely negligible. This form of the 80% rule of absolute change in response is proposed to use cognitive gap scaling along with item response theory. Adopting the 80-20 formulation into the task related response attributes (response attitude, response latitude, and response time), the 3-D response model is proposed. The response latitude is dependent on the function of attitudes and response time, which is defines as Response latitude (3) where, difficulty, attitude, time.
Response latitude is a function of task difficulty, response attitude, and response time. The probability of response latitude given the other parameters is developed into a statistical model known as the 3-D response model in this study. The 3-D response model might include the 80-20 rule to differentiate different stages of the response latitude. The response latitude may be analogous to the cognitive gap.
IV. COGNITIVE DISSONANCE COMPUTATION
This section explains the proposed method used to identify cognitive dissonance from the ability-demand gap values obtained from 2-D or 3-D models. Exploratory analyses are adopted to identify the highest possible gaps between ability and demand functions.
A. Gap Scaling With K-S Statistics
Initially, a nonparametric and well-practiced exploratory analysis tool, the K-S goodness of fit test is used to test whether or not the sample of data is consistent with a specified continuous distribution function. The strength of the K-S test is that it does not require the assumption that the population is normally distributed. While the Shapiro-Wilk's test is used to test for normality for small to medium number of samples and K-S statistic (D) is used for large samples. This is essential in robust ability-demand gap monitoring from large datasets. The K value in K-S test is assumed to be identical to the maximum gap between ability and demand.
The K-S statistic for two underlying one-dimensional probability distributions can be defined as (4) Where, and are the empirical distribution functions of the first and the second sample, respectively. In our case these samples are "ability" and "expected ability/demand." The null hypothesis is rejected at level if (5) For instance, the value of c(a) is 1.22 and 1.95 for alpha value 0.10 and 0.001, respectively. The value of is given in the table below for each level of .
It is notable that the two-sample test checks whether the two data samples come from the same distribution. If the ability and demand (or expected ability) are from the same distribution, there will be an acceptable or negligible gap. By acceptability, it means that the null hypothesis will be rejected. While the K-S test is usually used to test whether a given F(x) is the underlying probability distribution of Fn(x), the procedure may be inverted to give confidence limits on F(x) itself. If one chooses a critical value of the test statistic such that , then a band of width around Fn(x) will contain F(x) with a probability of .
B. Ability-Demand Gap Classification
One of the most common methods of evaluating predictive binary classification models is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic or K-S test. The K-S test measures the distance between the distribution functions of the two classifications. These two classes may be cognitive dissonance (or accepted gap) or cognitive overload (or unaccepted gap). The score that generates the greatest separability between the functions is considered the threshold value for accepting or rejecting a cognitive task adaptation. The predictive model producing the greatest amount of separability between the two distributions would be considered the superior model. A graphical example of a K-S test can be seen in Fig. 6(b) . In this illustration [see Fig. 6(b) ], the greatest separability between ability and demand occurs at a score of approximately 0.25 for subject 11. In the gap classification process, one would use this score if all subjects who scored above. 25 were accepted and all subjects scoring below. 25 were rejected.
C. Explanation of 3-D Response Model
Response surface methodology can be used to analyze features of 3-D response model corresponding to quadratic regression equations. The ability-demand gap hypotheses can be expressed using response surfaces. While ability-demand gap is defined as algebraic difference ; where, values refer to the coefficients in X and Y arises [17] , response surfaces use these coefficients to shape the curve along and axis. Hence, key features of 3-D response model with response surfaces are as following:
1) Stationary Point: The stationary point (decision point) is the point at which the slope of the surface relating X and Y to Z is zero in all directions. The stationary point is the overall minimum (convex) or maximum (concave) of the surface with respect to the Z-axis. For saddle-shaped surfaces, the stationary point is where the surface is flat with respect to the Z-axis. The coordinates of the stationary point are computed using the following formulas: (6) (7) and are the coordinates of the stationary point in the X, Y plane.
2) Principal Axes: The principal axes describe the orientation of the surface with respect to the X, Y plane. The axes are perpendicular and intersect at the decision point. The upward curvature is greatest along the first principal axis and least along the second principal axis in convex surface. The downward curvature is greatest along the second principal axis and least along the first principal axis is in the concave surface. In saddle-shaped surfaces, upward curvature is greatest along the first principal axis, and the downward curvature is greatest along the second principal axis.
The first principal axis is computed as shown below (8) The slope of the first principal axis (i.e., ) can be computed as shown below (9) The intercept of the first principal axis (i.e., ) was calculated as shown below (10) 3) Shape Along the Line : The shape of the surface along a line in the X-Y plane can be estimated by substituting the expression for the line into the quadratic regression equation.
To estimate the slope along the line, X is substituted for Y in the quadratic regression equation, which yields (11) The term ( ) represents the curvature of the surface along the line, and ( ) is the slope of the surface at the point, .
4) Shape Along
Line : To estimate the slope along the line, is substituted for Y in the quadratic regression equation, which yields (12) The term ( ) represents the curvature of the surface along the line, and ( ) is the slope of the surface at the point, .
5) Shape Along First Principal Axis:
To estimate the slope along the first principal axis, is substituted for Y
The composite terms preceding and X are the curvature of the surface along the first principal axis and the slope of the surface at the point , respectively. 6) Shape Along Second Principal Axis: To estimate the slope along the second principal axis, , X is substituted for Y (14) The composite terms preceding and X are the curvature of the surface along the second principal axis and the slope of the surface at the point , respectively. 7) Tests of Significance: The formulas for shapes along predetermined lines such as and can be tested using procedures for testing weighted linear combinations of regression coefficients.
For example, a -test for is obtained by dividing by its standard error, or the square root of the variance of (15) The variances of and are the squares of their standard errors, and the covariance of is their correlation times their standard errors. Weighted linear combinations of regression coefficients can also be tested with the matrix approach used to test constraints. Another approach is to test the reduction in produced by the constraint represented by the weighted linear combination of coefficients. For instance, to jointly test ( ) and ( ), we set both quantities equal to zero and impose the resulting constraints. The expression implies Likewise, the expression implies . Imposing these constraints on the quadratic regression equation yields (16) The expression simplifies to (17) The reduction in from this equation relative to the from the quadratic equation is a joint test of and . , , , , , , and slopes along the principal axes are nonlinear combinations of regression coefficients. The surface is curved downward along the line and is positively sloped at the point, (both are significant at ).
D. Ability Demand Gap Illustration with Bivariate Plots
Bivariate bag plots are nonlinear analyses and in the family of exploratory analyses. Bivariate bag plots (in case of 2-D) and box plots are two such popular tools [50] . The reason of choosing a bag plot for this studyare that they are distribution free, have multivariate properties, and are easy to illustrate for a 2-D (or 3-D) ability-demand gap model. The bivariate median (the orange central region) in the team members' bag plots shows the clear picture between team three and team eight. The area of 50% most central data points are larger in team eight than in team 3, signifying the spread of the ability-demand data. The light region, also referred to as "the fence," contains the points that are further away (but not enough that they would be considered outliers). No data points observed outside of the fence signifies that there are no clear outliers.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ILLUSTRATIONS
The main goal of this research was to identify the maximum ability-demand gap, which is related to cognitive ability and task difficulty. We analyzed to see whether the ability-demand gap related to working memory resources in terms of ability and task difficulty parameters. We computed the maximum gap in cognitive and collaborative task interaction and found impacts of the gap on task performance from the task-evoked maximum gap scores. Results of the secondary analysis on data from the pupillary dynamics study [11] and the human-agent-pair (HAP) [18] show empirical evidence that are presented in the following subsections. 
A. Ability-Demand Gap Analysis with Pupillary Dynamics Study (Mental Multiplication Data)
The maximum cognitive ability-demand gap is computed from the K parameter of K-S test between the ability and demand distribution. Task-evoked pupil dilation is considered to be a demand and the task response time (action) as the ability. The task response time is computed as the time difference between the peak (maxima) of the pupil dilation and the task completion (click) time. Both are normalized before implementation of the nonparametric K-S statistical analysis. The K value is then compared with task difficulty scores to see the effect of gap over cognition process. Table II shows twelve subjects' cognitive task (mental multiplication) interaction performance. It is observed that subject number four was given the highest number of hard tasks, performed most tasks successfully, and had a relatively low K value (0.10).
Meanwhile, subjects who failed to perform a hard task showed a relatively higher cognitive ability-demand gap in terms of the K value. For instance, subject 11 and 12 have relatively higher gaps (0.28 and 0.37, respectively) and failed to perform hard tasks. Whereas, subjects (6, 8, 10 ) with a gap score >0.25 performed some hard task successfully. This indicates that there was a marker between subjects who performed well on all types of tasks and who failed some tasks with a higher gap score. More specifically, this score can be viewed as the threshold between cognitive dissonance and cognitive overload. In this case, the value is. 26. Fig. 6(b) illustrates the findings for subject 11 and subject 12. When subject ability meets task demand, then both the curved red and blue lines should overlap. The 3-D response model illustration is shown in Fig. 7 . The top panel of the figure shows subject with low ability-demand gap (k value), subjects (3, 7, see Table II) . Whereas, the bottom panel shows subjects with maximum gas (subject# 11, subject#12).
B. The Human Agent Pair (HAP) Datasets
The human-agent collaborative mental model HAP dataset [50] was used in knowledge-based information gap processing. Initially the data was preprocessed with some assumptions [37] , [78] , categorizing with easy, medium and hard tasks sets. The main task was to click the correct colored flashing cells that represent a subject's corresponding collaborators (human or agent) within 15 seconds. Human cognitive capacity was computed from their clicking performance. The agent's performance was varied with the queue (memory) size (6, 8, or 10) . The less the queues size was, the harder the task. The numbers of flashing cells are considered to be cognitive and collaborative task demands on the subjects. Two types of ability are considered: primary and secondary. The primary task completion ability is considered to be the number of correct colored cell clicks the subject performed within time limit. The secondary task ability was considered to be the number of correct clicking cells. The percentage of the cumulative density as function of demand, ability, or performance was considered as a measure of the dynamic shift of visual [4] and tactile working memory resources.
C. Robust Identification Of Ability-Demand Gap in HAP Dataset
To show effect of the ability-demand gap on complex cognitive and collaborative task, we choose the HAP dataset. The ability-demand gap hinders subjects from selecting the correct colored flashing cells, resulting in cognitive dissonance or cognitive overload. The maximum gap score represents whether the task participant is in the cognitive dissonance or cognitive overload state. In complex cognitive task interaction, there may be multiple states of task difficulty. For instance, a primary cognitive task given to the subjects in the HAP dataset was to click the correct colored cells. The secondary cognitive task was to click the valid cells. Fig. 8 shows such distribution with the difficult task with variable queue size, (a), (b), and (c). Team member 22 and 25 (see Fig. 8 ), most likely in . Ability-demand gap tree in complex HAP task interaction. The root (main parent) consists the gap on overall dataset. Circles consists in the main three branches of the tree illustrates ability-demand gaps (k value) based on different task difficulty levels, which is considered on queue size (6, 8, 10 ). The external nodes shows team level gaps. Only maximum and minimum team level gaps are shown as leaf node (e,g., Team #3 and Team #8).
The gap score with team performance illustrates the maximum, average, and minimum gaps, which are illustrated as the ability-demand gap tree (see Fig. 9 ). Such a tree is useful to distinguish gap difference between team members based on cognitive dissonance and overload situations. Fig. 9 illustrates the k values (gap scores) among HAP team members in terms of queue size, team performance, and individual performance. The three were constructed to better illustrate the comparative gap scores in the whole dataset and the effect of gap score on increasing task difficulty (queue size) and team performance. The root of the tree shows maximum gap score (0.5077) in overall dataset. According to task difficulty (easy, medium, hard) and the queue size (the bigger the queue size the lower the task difficulty), primary branches are con- structed. In term of the k value (0.5010), the medium task is the nearest branch of the tree, then easy task (0.5035) and hard task (0.5188). In each branch, the gap values of each individual team are illustrated. For instance, considering medium task ( ) as a parent node, all 10 team members' gap scores are branched. Further extensions of each branch are done with the maximum and minimum gap values among 10 teams. In medium task execution, team#3 had a relatively higher gap (0.6667) score and team#8 had a relatively lower gap (0.4444) score. The next level of the tree is branched based on each individual team member k score.
D. Maximum Gap Effect in Cognitive Dissonance and Overload
More detailed analysis was performed with the bivariate plots (see Fig. 10 ). The reason for the choosing bag and box plots are for their distribution free, multivariate properties. The bivariate median of team members' bag plots (the orange central region) shows significant differences between team#3 and team#8. The area of the 50% most central data points are larger in team#8 than team#3, signifying the spread of the ability-demand data. The light region, also known as "the fence," contains the points that are further away (but not enough that they would be considered outliers). No data points outside the fence signifies that there are no clear outliers, as far as the bagplots are concerned. Individual team member's task cognitive demand, colored cell clicking activity, and correct performance (ability) comparison are shown in Fig. 10 . It was found that the effect of ability-demand gap was related to the size of bags within a 50% confidence interval. Considering the size of the bag as cognitive dissonance (the blue cycle) and the median concentrated part as cognitive overload (the orange color polygons), it can be conclude that team 8 performed better than team 3.
A similar conclusion can be found from the box plots in Fig.  11 . There are two representative teams: team3 and team8. Each member's cognitive demand, clicking activity, and performance are illustrated with boxes. Comparing the activity and ability boxes (size and median distribution), we can reach the similar conclusion.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents empirical findings on the confluence of ability-demand gap with cognitive dissonance and overload in complex collaborative task interaction. It adopts latent response theories to compute ADG and K-S statistics to establish the relationship between the gap and cognitive states (such as cognitive dissonance and overload). Statistical analyses were used to gain insight in the nature of the cognitive ability-demand gap and its application in separating between dissonance and overload. In particular, K-S statistics and bivariate analyses (bag plot and box plots) were used to report each team member's ADG. Empirical analyses show that team members' maximum ability-demand gap can be identified through the maximum K value (with K-S statistics). Using the team member's abilitydemand gap, an individual's similarity/dissimilarity with their teammates can be observed through the distribution median and bag sizes. The 3-D response model with the 80-20 rule for cognitive load classification was critical to understand the confluence among the ability-demand gap, overload, and dissonance.
